Spotting synonyms

Super Challenge 7

Look at the clues — the words are all synonyms, apart from one, which means the opposite of all the other words in the list. Pick out the word that is the opposite and write it in the crossword.

To help you get started, one of the answers has been inserted.

**Clues**

1. defiant, rebellious, mutinous, compliant
2. flabby, firm, floppy, flaccid
3. pompous, haughty, modest, stuck-up
4. intimate, cherished, bosom, distant
5. insufficiency, **sufficiency**, inadequacy, deficiency
6. succeed, flourish, fail, thrive
7. external, outward, internal, outermost
8. neutral, partisan, impartial, objective
9. cheer, jeer, sneer, scoff
10. orderly, haphazard, random, arbitrary
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